SERS from molecules bridging the gap of particle-in-cavity structures†‡
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We demonstrate that by combining silver nanoparticles and structured gold SSV surfaces the SERS for those molecules that bridge the nanoparticle–cavity gap is preferentially enhanced using 4-mercaptoaniline and 4-mercaptobenzoic acid as examples.

It is now well established that the electromagnetic ‘hot spots,’ such as those formed in the gap between nanoparticles1–4 or between an atomically sharp metal tip and surface,5,6 can be used to attain SERS (surface enhanced Raman spectra) of the molecules confined in such gaps. Controlling the surface plasmons resulting in SERS activity can also be achieved by defining the nanostructure using nanofabrication methods.7–12 Recently we have reported a theoretical study of the plasmonic properties when a nanoparticle is confined in the cavity of a structured metal surface,13 representing the combination of these two approaches. The calculations predict an additional enhancement of the electromagnetic field over that obtained on the sphere segment void (SSV) surface at the particle–cavity junction of two orders of magnitude, with the cavity acting to harvest the light, which is then focused in the presence of the nanoparticle. Here we report an experimental study in which such particle-in-cavity structures are used to study the SERS of two of the more widely studied SERS probes, 4-mercaptoaniline (MA, also known as p-aminothiophenol) and 4-mercaptobenzoic acid (MBA).

The Au SSV substrates were prepared as described previously,14,15 modified by immersion in an ethanolic solution of the adsorbate (MA or MBA), and rinsed in ethanol prior to collection of the reference SERS data. The modified substrates were then soaked in an aqueous suspension of polydisperse citrate stabilized Ag nanoparticles (average diameter 18 nm, pH 9.8, see ESI† for further details) for 2 hours and then rinsed with purified water before re-collecting the SERS. The MA and MBA modified surfaces were hydrophilic and readily wet by the aqueous solution. Similar data were collected on the unstructured (flat) regions of the gold-coated glass slide, i.e. outside the templated area.

MA was selected as a probe molecule, as it bonds to the Au via cleavage of the SH bond, which should leave the amine group free to interact with the citrate protected Ag NPs. The SERS spectrum of MA has been extensively studied16–19 and shows both peaks attributed to charge transfer (CT) enhancement (9b, 3, 19b and 8b at 1140, 1386, 1425 and 1562 cm−1 respectively) and electromagnetic (EM) enhancement (7a and 8a at 1076 and 1590 cm−1). As shown in Fig. 1(a), both types of peaks are observed for MA on the Au SSV substrate. After the addition of NPs (Fig. 1(b)), there is a very large increase in the SERS intensity (a factor of ×83 for the peak at 1076 cm−1) and the spectrum is now dominated by the EM enhanced...
The amount of Ag immobilized on the Au SSV substrate was quantitatively determined by electrochemical stripping voltammetry, the value obtained, 0.46 mC cm$^{-2}$, corresponds to 5.4 $\times$ 10$^{18}$ NPs cm$^{-2}$ (assuming that the 18 nm average diameter of the particles was retained and the molar volume of Ag is 10.27 cm$^3$ mol$^{-1}$) or an average of 158 NPs per void.

In the presence of the nanoparticles the SERS signal was found to vary by 13% of the maximum signal using a 30 $\mu$m diameter spot (average over 19 voids), consistent with the reproducibility of the SERS on the SSV surface. When the spot size was reduced to 0.5 $\mu$m diameter (1 void) the variability increased to 68%, with the minimum signal corresponding to 10$\times$ that of the SSV substrate without the nanoparticles, indicating that the number of nanoparticles per void and/or their position in the voids plays an important part in the magnitude of the enhancement.

The surface plasmons leading to EM enhancement for SSV substrates are well understood and are attributable to features of the structure. As shown in Fig. 2, no discernable difference was observed in the reflectance spectra obtained for the MA modified Au SSV substrate upon adsorption of the Ag NPs (see the ESI), confirming that the increased SERS signal was not a result of Ag monolayer formation or a gross change in the SSV structure. This was further verified by examination of the SEM images, which also showed that the underlying SSV structure had been retained and that large aggregates of Ag nanoparticles were not present. The small size of the nanoparticles (average diameter 18 nm) meant that it was not possible to image individual nanoparticles or to determine the number of nanoparticles within each void of the SSV structure using the conventional SEM. In contrast large aggregates were seen in FEG-SEM images. As these would have been visible in the conventional SEM, their presence was attributed to beam damage.

The role of the SSV structure in the observed enhancement was examined experimentally by comparison of the enhanced spectrum with a spectrum obtained on a flat region of the gold-coated glass slide. As shown in Fig. 1(c), adsorption of the Ag NPs on the MA modified flat Au did yield weak SERS. In contrast to the SSV structured region, both the CT and EM bands were observed, with the CT modes being more strongly enhanced, in agreement with previous reports that SERS on flat surfaces is largely attributable to CT enhancement (Fig. 1(d)).

The attribution of the peaks in the MA spectrum to CT and EM enhancements has recently been called into question by Wu et al. They have shown that even low laser powers can cause photo-induced dimerisation of MA to form 4,4’-dimercaptobenzene (DMAB) on roughened Ag substrates and attribute the CT modes to the formation of such dimers. The presence of the peaks at 1425, 1386 and 1140 cm$^{-1}$ in the spectra obtained for the unmodified SSV and flat Au-NP substrate may therefore indicate DMAB formation. The spectra obtained for the SSV substrate modified with NPs, however, show only evidence of MA and not DMAB. The absence of modes attributable to DMAB cannot be simply interpreted as an absence of the dimers. Instead we suggest that it provides evidence that the additional electromagnetic enhancement resulting from the cavity–particle interaction is much larger for those molecules bridging this gap. Our calculations show that the field enhancement at the particle–cavity junction follows a power law dependence on the distance between the particle and the cavity surface with the field enhancement exponent varying between 1.5 and 2. The field enhancement for the MA monomer should, therefore, be 2.8 to 4 times that for the DMAB dimer (assuming that the gap distance doubles), corresponding to a relative increase in the SERS intensities of 64 to 256, given its dependence on the fourth power of the optical field. Thus, the spectra from the particle-in-cavity structure should be dominated by the monomer peaks as observed here.

The SERS of MBA (Fig. 3(a)) on the Au SSV substrate shows two large peaks at 1080 and 1580 cm$^{-1}$ which are attributed to beam damage.
attributed to the 12 (CT enhanced) and 8a (EM enhanced) ring modes.18 The broad band at 1360 cm\(^{-1}\) is assigned to the \(v_2(\text{COO}^-)\) mode.24 After formation of the MBA–NP adduct (Fig. 3(b)), the intensity of the EM enhanced mode is preferentially increased, and there is a shift in the position of the \(v_2(\text{COO}^-)\) mode to 1422 cm\(^{-1}\). The SERS obtained for the Ag NP on a flat region of the MBA modified Au surface is shown in Fig. 3(c) and a similar shift in the \(v_2(\text{COO}^-)\) confirms interaction with the Ag NPs (Fig. 3(d)).

The additional SERS enhancement upon modification with Ag NPs observed for MBA in comparison to that observed for MA is notably smaller (only \(\times 3\) for the peak at 1580 cm\(^{-1}\)). The weaker interaction between the carboxylate group and the NP results in a lower coverage of Ag NP, as confirmed by the stripping voltammetry, which yielded a charge density of 0.12 mC cm\(^{-2}\), correspondingly to approximately 40 NPs per void.

In summary, we have shown that the modification of an adsorbate modified Au SSV substrate by Ag NPs results in a considerable increase in the SERS enhancement for adsorbates trapped between the SSV substrate and the NP. In contrast, SERS following adsorption of the Ag NPs on the adsorbate modified flat Au is far weaker. Whilst it is possible that some of the additional enhancement observed is due to a charge transfer interaction from the Au SSV–Ag NP SERS coupling, our theoretical calculations suggest that the significant contributor to the observed enhancement is an EM hot spot created at the junction of the Au SSV and Ag NP. The nanoparticle in the void further focuses the optical fields and concentrates light near the surface of the nano-voids.
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